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=========== The following is a description of the various
windows in the application. [Main Window] Current state: Selected
registry hive [Registry View] Current state: Selected registry hive
[Table View] Current state: Selected registry hive [Window Title]
Current state: Selected registry hive [Hive Views] Current state:
Selected registry hive [Hive Details] Current state: Selected registry
hive [Details View] Current state: Selected registry hive [Hive
Details] Current state: Selected registry hive [Hive Details] Current
state: Selected registry hive [Hive Details] Current state: Selected
registry hive [Registry Index] Current state: Selected registry hive
[Tree View] Current state: Selected registry hive [Window Title]
Current state: Selected registry hive [Hive Details] Current state:
Selected registry hive [Tree View] Current state: Selected registry
hive [Window Title] Current state: Selected registry hive [Hive
Details] Current state: Selected registry hive [Registry Index]
Current state: Selected registry hive [Tree View] Current state:
Selected registry hive [Window Title] Current state: Selected registry
hive [Hive Details] Current state: Selected registry hive [Window
Title] Current state: Selected registry hive [Registry Tree] Current
state: Selected registry hive [Index Window] Current state: Selected
registry hive [List View] Current state: Selected registry hive [Tree
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View] Current state: Selected registry hive [Window Title] Current
state: Selected registry hive [Hive Details] Current state: Selected
registry hive [Registry Index] Current state: Selected registry hive
[Tree View] Current state: Selected registry hive [Window Title]
Current state: Selected registry hive [Hive Details] Current state:
Selected registry hive [Window Title] Current state: Selected registry
hive [Registry Index] Current state: Selected registry hive [Tree
View] Current state: Selected registry hive [Window Title] Current
state: Selected registry hive [Hive Details] Current state:
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AUTONEXT A named non-symbolic next token is defined. E.g.:
%%(autonext "__iNext" "__bNext") This can be used in control
macros to cause the real token to automatically be the next registered
token after that defined. ENTRY A named symbolic entry is
defined. E.g.: %%(entry "MYENTRY" "MYENTRY" "myentry"
"myentry" "myentry_text") This can be used in control macros to
cause the real entry to be the entry with the same name.
AUTONEXT_PARAMETERS Parameter defintions for automatic
next token is used. DEREF A named reference is defined. E.g.:
%%(deref "MYENTRY" "MYDEREF") This can be used in control
macros to cause the real token to automatically be the dereferenced
reference. REG_LISTENER The regular expression listener is
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defined. E.g.: %%(listener "MYLISTENER" "*MYLISTENER")
This can be used in control macros to cause the listener to
automatically be called for the various regex regular expression
tokens. RENAME A named named rename is defined. E.g.:
%%(rename "MYENTRY" "renamedentry") This can be used in
control macros to cause the real token to automatically be renamed.
FACTORY A named factory is defined. E.g.: %%(factory
"MYFACTORY" "*MYFACTORY") This can be used in control
macros to cause the real token to automatically be the named factory.
ENTRY_COMMENT The named comment of a token is defined.
E.g.: %%(entry_comment "MYCOMMENT" "MYCOMMENT")
This can be used in control macros to cause the real token to
automatically be the named comment. COUNT_PRODUCT The
named count product is defined. E.g.: %%(count_product
"MYPRODUCT" "MYPRODUCT") This can be used in control
macros to cause the real token to automatically be the named count
product. COMMENT The named comment of a token is defined.
E.g.: %%(comment "MYCOMMENT" "MYCOMMENT") This can
be used in control macros to cause the real token to automatically
77a5ca646e
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What's New in the Registry Space Profiler?

Registry Space Profiler is an application that allows users to see the
size of certain sections of the Windows registry. This does not find
wasted space, but finds space used by either the Windows operating
system or by applications. Registry Space Profiler was created in
order to study "registry bloat", or why registries on systems keep
steadily growing even though they are kept fairly clean. It is intended
as an analysis program, and is a graphical clone of the Microsoft
DUREG utility. The analysis engine still isn't as accurate as DUREG,
but is getting there. Registry hives also use system RAM, and so the
larger the registry, the more memory is being used. This program is
not intended to clean the registry in any way. How it works: Registry
Space Profiler uses a 3-tiered structure to accurately measure the
size of registry hives. First, it measures each of the Windows registry
hive's sub-hives (extensions and system hives). It then measures each
of the registry hives that are installed on the computer. This data is
then used to create a 3-dimensional volume graph for the registry
hives. This graph shows the amount of memory used by registry
hives on the computer. The size of the windows registry hives is
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constantly changing, and so it's necessary to measure both the old
and the new sizes. The user starts the program by selecting a
measurement method from the menu. DUREG is selected for this
example, but there are options for other measurement types as well.
All of the measurements are done in a set amount of time, and the
user is prompted to save the results. This allows the user to repeat the
measurement multiple times if they want, and to see the results over
time. Each measurement requires that the user first select the registry
hive they would like to measure. The user is then prompted to select
a registry hive. This is done by clicking on one of the registry hives
on the screen. This is done because the size of the registry hives are
constantly changing as more applications and operating system
upgrades are installed. To select a particular hive, one must click on
one of the registry hives, or else the measurement process will fail.
NOTE: The measurement engine will choose the topmost registry
hive selected by the user if no hive is specified in the user interface.
For example, if a registry hive was chosen, and then the program was
told to measure a new registry hive, the user would see the
measurement engine choose a new registry hive, but the analysis
engine would be told to measure the original registry hive. If a new
registry hive is selected then a new analysis will start. It is possible
that the results may differ in some cases because of this. After the
measurement has been completed, the user will be prompted to save
the data. This data will be placed into the measurement cache
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP/7 Processor: Intel Dual Core or AMD
Opteron or later, 2.4GHz (or later) RAM: 1 GB RAM Graphics:
NVIDIA Quadro FX 6800/AMD FirePro W8500/AMD Radeon
HD4850 or higher Display: 1280x1024 screen resolution Storage: 1.8
GB available space Sound Card: Realtek ALC662 or higher, DirectX
10 sound card Additional Notes: The Windows installation DVD
does not have the customer version
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